
THE WAY
Style of Play & Training Methodology



OUR FOOTBALL STYLE

When We Have the Ball
Our goal is to dominate the
game in possession of the ball
in order to create and score
goals. In order to do so, we use
various options to successfully
combine through the opposing
lines, from building the game
to playing out chances to goal.
If we lose possession, we try to
immediately regain it.

When our Opponents 
Have the Ball
If the opponent has the ball,
we press aggressively to win it
as early and high as possible in
the opponent's half. In pressing
throughout the defensive zone,
we can prevent the opponent's
chances of creating a goal-
scoring opportunity; pressing in
midfield, we anticipate where
the next pass could go and
when pressing in the attacking
zone, we deliberately disrupt
an opponent's game structure.

Change of Possession
As soon as possession changes,
speed is required: If the
opponent wins the ball, we put
pressure on it immediately to
force mistakes or to regain the
ball. We remain organized in all
lines. If we win the ball,
depending on the situation, we
either play directly into the
depth and try to create
chances or we combine in our
own lines to calm the game
down and build it up again.

FINISH THE ATTACK
Know how to create chances and 
know the areas with the highest 
possibilities to score goals.

CREATE THE ATTACK
Know the variations in breaking 
opponent’s lines.

START THE ATTACK
Know the solutions to solve every 
opponent’s pressing. DOMINATE 

POSSESSION TO
CREATE CHANCES AND
SCORE GOALS.

WIN THE BALL BACK 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER 
LOSING POSSESSION

HIGH BLOCK PRESSING
Know how to disturb the opponent’s 
build-up.

MID BLOCK PRESSING
Know how to force opponents  into  
certain areas and how to anticipate & 
react in unpredictable moments.

LOW BLOCK PRESSING
Know how to prevent the opponent 
from creating chances.

PRESS AGGRESSIVELY TO
WIN THE BALL AS EARLY 
AND AS HIGH AS 
POSSIBLE.

COUNTERPRESSING
Know how to transition 
quickly in order to win the 
ball back when we lose 
possession, or how to force 
the opponent into mistakes, 
while remaining organized 
through all 3 lines.

COUNTERATTACK
Know how to transition 
quickly to create chances 
after we’ve won the ball, 
catching the opponent 
disorganized, or how to 
keep possession through 
combination play when we 
can’t counter.
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OUR BASIC RULES

PLAY THE SIMPLE BALL

THE BALL IS ALWAYS MOVING

PLAYERS ARE ALWAYS MOVING

EVERY BALL HAS A MESSAGE
The pace of the pass tells a story. Play to the 
correct foot, away from pressure, to turn, etc. 

CONTROL THE BALL 
INTO SPACE
Quality first-touch, away from pressure.

MOVEMENT 
AROUND THE BALL
When A plays B, C is already 
moving. 

MOVE IN-BETWEEN THE LINES
Play in the half-spaces.

STAY IN THE SPACE 
OR MOVE TO 
CREATE SPACE

ONE- AND TWO-
TOUCH, DIRECT 
PLAY

DEPTH BEFORE WIDTH
Look to play forward before playing 
wide. Make  the vertical run first.

SKIP A LINE
Whenever possible, play through 
the lines, finding the furthest 
forward pass possible.
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DON’T ALLOW SWITCH
Keep the ball to one side.

STAY COMPACT
Keep the distances between lines small. 

PRESSURE AS A TEAM
If one goes, we all go. Hunt together.

SIX-SECOND RULE
Win the ball back as quickly as possible after losing 
possession. Use numbers around the ball to press 
immediately. 

MOMENT OF INDIVIDUAL
PRESSURE
Press in the right moments. Don’t chase. Orient your 
pressure into help.

ATTACK THE BALL MOMENTS
When the ball is there to be won, commit to the 
challenge. Win your duels. 

QUICK SET PIECES

RELATE TO EACH OTHER, 
NOT JUST THE BALL
Show awareness of teammates and the 
spaces they occupy or create, and move 
intelligently in reciprocation-–not just 
checking in relation to the ball.

USE THE EYES OF YOUR TEAMMATE
Play the way you face. 

ALWAYS PUSH UP IF POSSIBLE
Play as near the opponent’s goal as possible. 
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OUR TRAINING PHILOSOPHY

TECHNICAL EMPHASIS
The measurement of success in 
Zone 1 is the players’ improvement 
of ball skills, athletic development 
and improved understanding of 
general game principles.

BE CREATIVE & 
ADAPT TO FIELD 

SPACE

TACTICAL GROWTH
Continued focus on individual player 
development, while introducing 
elements of small-group play and 
more complicated tactical concepts. 
The measurement of success in Zone 
2 continues to be demonstrated 
technical proficiency, continued 
athletic development and improved 
understanding of general game 
principles. 

PLAN ALL SESSIONS 
IN DETAIL
NATURAL 

PROGRESSIONS

STRUCTURE OF THE 
TRAINING SESSION
3-5 exercises maximum, 
prioritizing active training time.

WARM-UP
Players are physically and 
mentally warming up and 
(already without knowing), 
they are working on topics 
related to the objective of 
the session.

LEARNING STAGE
Focus on the objective; 
coach takes the lead, 
organizing the session and 
giving the right feedback to 
the players. Coach interacts 
with the players and asks 
the right questions. If 
necessary, the coaching is 
more direct. 

Warm-up

Orientation 
Stage

Learning Stage

Implementation 
Stage

ORIENTATION
The coach instructs the 
opponent, observes and looks 
for a moment to address the 
objective to the players. At 
that moment, the coach asks 
the right questions and 
guides the players in the 
direction of the 
objective/problem.

IMPLEMENTATION
Players practice the objective 
in a real game. The coach 
gives verbal feedback during 
the game, seldom stopping 
action to instruct. 

KEEP ALL PLAYERS 
INVOLVED

BE INVOLVED, ACTIVE 
AND ENERGETIC

Technical
Repetition & 

Quality

Tactical
Game 

Intelligence

Intensity
Physical 

Demands

Pressure
Opposition & 
Competition

1, 2 OR 3 TO A BALL 
TO START

MODULATING THE
TRAINING LOAD
Control the overall 
difficulty and tempo of 
each session by 
modulating within the 
four session-key 
categories. E.g.;  open up 
space to increase physical 
demands; add more 
pressure or restrict space 
to build competition.

Organization
• Size of the area
• Number of teams
• Number of players
• Neutral players?
• Volume & duration of the exercise

Rules & Restrictions
• Number of touches
• Specific moves or combinations
• Other restrictions

Goals
• Number of goals
• Size of goals
• Manner of scoring

Soccer is an unpredictable sport, so don’t 
put your players in predictable 
situations in training. Vary the exercises 
and include in each drill some element of 
transition, an opponent and a direction.



THE CROSSFIRE WAY

PRINCIPLES OF PLAY: 
KNOWLEDGE & 
READING OF THE GAME

THE PLAYER IS THE 
REAL VALUE

INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT 
INSIDE THE TEAM’S WORK

TRAINING IS THE MOST 
IMPORTANT THING



OUR CULTURE OF EXCELLENCE

MAKE INDIVIDUALS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR 
OWN DEVELOPMENT

FOCUS ON DEVELOPMENT WITH EACH 
INDIVIDUAL, BECAUSE CURRENT MEASUREMENTS 
OF ACHIEVEMENT TELL YOU ONLY WHERE THEY 
ARE, NOT WHERE THEY CAN END UP.

DEVELOPING 
MINDSET IS 
INCREDIBLY 

IMPORTANT TO 
PERFORMANCE 

FEAR = Face Everything And Respond

We want to create a culture in which players can
reach their maximum potential. Creating our culture
is accomplished by influencing the mindset, beliefs
and way of thinking of teams, players and parents.
This is accomplished:

BY EVERY PERSON
IN EVERY DETAIL
DAY AFTER DAY

Stimulate creativity and
solution-based thinking.
Don’t tell players what
they must do—instead,
tell make them aware of
what needs to be done).

Be demanding, honest and direct
but still make players believe that
everything can be developed.

Focus on the process
(keep your focus on
the 10, even if you’re
starting at 3).

Continually raise the bar. Begin
with an end in mind, have high
expectations and keep your eyes
on the prize.

High 
Confidence

Outside 
player's 

comfort zone

Fail & Reflect

Expanding 
comfort zone

Challenge 
Talented 
Players
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